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Complete analysis of the angular momentum distribution of molecules
desorbing from a surface

S. Borowski, T. Klüner,a) and H.-J. Freund
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 30 June 2003; accepted 20 August 2003!

We theoretically analyze the angular momentum distribution of molecules desorbing from a surface.
The adsorbate is shown to possess the complete point symmetry of the surface if the molecules
adsorb in statistically equilibrated local order. Considering the symmetry of the angular momentum
distribution, this point symmetry adopted to the desorbate is particularly taken into account. From
the symmetry analysis, the cancellation of several terms in the angular momentum distribution is
concluded. The symmetry related sparseness of the angular momentum distribution strongly
simplifies the interpretation of experimental data and thus enables an appropriate comparison
between experiment and theory. The benefit of this simplified picture is demonstrated by the
example of the laser induced desorption of CO molecules from a Cr2O3(0001) surface. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1618212#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental investigations on orientation and alig
ment in the dynamics of molecules on surfaces1–10have been
a focus in surface science since spatial characteristics of
lecular dynamics became accessible by rapid developm
of laser spectroscopy.11 By detecting the molecules vi
REMPI ~resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization! or LIF
~laser induced fluorescence!, orientation and alignment pa
rameters are extracted from the angular momentum distr
tion of the molecules to describe the rotational motion in
molecular dynamics.12–14

Concerning measurements of spatial orientation
alignment, however, laser probe techniques have an initri
limit: The electric field vector of the laser pulse is co
strained to the plane perpendicular to the propagation di
tion. Thus, the angular momentum distribution is only p
jected onto ‘‘apparent’’ instead of real orientation a
alignment parameters because their line strength factors
come linearly dependent in the plane probed by the elec
field vector.12–14 The apparent parameters are linear com
nations of real parameters with coefficients that depend
the detection geometry, the transition branches, and the
larization of the laser pulse. To reveal the specific feature
the molecular rotational motion depicted by the real para
eters, this linear combinations have to be disentangled.
perimentally, the real parameters can be determined from
apparent parameters either by employing different detec
geometries or by using several transition branches and p
izations.

Since both opportunities require a significant effort, m
experimental studies usually rely on the reasonable assu
tion that the investigated system is cylindrically symmet
with regard to the surface normal.2,3,5–10Then, the off-axial
orientation and alignment parameters become zero and
angular momentum distribution is only composed of the

a!Electronic mail: kluener@fhi-berlin.mpg.de
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maining axial parameters. This restriction results in mu
simpler linear combinations relating the apparent to the r
parameters. Employing appropriate experimental setups~de-
tection geometry and polarization!, the apparent and real pa
rameters are even coincident. Hence, a straight measure
of real axial parameters is possible in case of cylindri
symmetry. However, the assumption of cylindrical symme
about the surface normal and thus a strictly flat surface
never been quantitatively scrutinized in detail. Only quali
tive or semiquantitative arguments to support this simplifi
tion can be found in literature for a few system
investigated.3,5 Consequently, the data analysis of orientati
and alignment measurements still poses a difficult proble

For studies on desorption processes, the present p
introduces a new aspect to the discussion about the di
tanglement of the real parameters contained in the appa
parameters: Surface symmetry that is introduced to the
gular momentum distribution of desorbates via the previo
adsorbed state of the molecules. The consequences of
symmetry for the orientation and alignment parameters
completely derived within a density matrix description. T
resulting symmetry consideration is illustrated by the e
haustive theoretical analysis of the angular momentum
tribution of CO molecules photodesorbing from
Cr2O3(0001) surface.

The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we discu
how surface symmetry is taken over to the adsorbate. Sec
III reviews the general representation of angular moment
distributions in terms of state multipoles. In Sec. IV, the re
resentation of angular momentum distributions of desorba
is considered with reference to the symmetry adopted fr
the surface. The symmetry transformation behavior of
orientation and alignment parameters is derived. Sectio
presents the application of this symmetry analysis to exp
mental an theoretical studies of the laser induced desorp
of CO from Cr2O3(0001). Ultimately, we conclude in Sec
VI.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. SYMMETRY OF ADSORBATE-SUBSTRATE
COMPLEX

To characterize the symmetry of surfaces, the gen
Group Theoretical description is provided in terms of tw
dimensional space groups.15 In case of planar objects like
surfaces, symmetry operations are restricted to rotat
about axes normal to the plane and reflections in mirror li
laying in the plane. Due to translational symmetry glide
flections in glide lines may also be included.

Every two-dimensional space group belongs to a co
sponding point group. Thus, along with the two-dimensio
space group classification a general surface is also assi
to a point groupGsur of orderhsur that contains the complet
point symmetry of the surface. If a single molecule is a
sorbed on the surface, the adsorption site is singled out
the translational symmetry is broken. Hence, the tw
dimensional space group of the surface is reduced to a l
point groupGloc#Gsur of orderhloc that describes thelocal
symmetryof the adsorbate. In the realistic case, howeve
large number of molecules is adsorbed on the surface fo
ing an adsorbate ensemble. If the local symmetry of the
sorbate does not include the complete point symmetry of
surface, that isGloc,Gsur, equivalent adsorption sites ar
provided by the surface due to its heretofore unconside
point symmetry. Assuming that the surface is well-orde
and the molecules adsorb in statistically equilibrated lo
order, these equivalent adsorption sites are occupied by
adsorbing molecules with equal probability. Then, the ads
bate additionally shows anensemble symmetryin the statis-
tical limit. Group Theoretically, such adsorbate ensemble
described by a decomposition

Gsur5Gloc1aens
2 Gloc1¯1aens

n Gloc , ~1!

of the surface point groupGsur into cosets with respect to th
local point group Gloc of the adsorbate.16,17 The n
5hsur/hloc cosets represent the equivalent adsorption si
The symmetry operationsaens

i ( i 51, . . . ,n) of the ensemble
symmetry map the equivalent adsorption sites onto e
other. For the trivial cosetGloc in Eq. ~1!, the identity opera-
tion aens

1 5E is omitted. Consequently, the complete po
symmetry of the surface is introduced to the adsorbate
thus to observables of macroscopic methods that evenly
erage over all adsorption sites and do not violate this s
metry themselves.

An adsorbate on a surface may show both local and
semble symmetry with respect to rotation since the po
group Cf of an f -fold rotational symmetry can contai
proper subgroups. With regard to reflection, however,
adsorbate can only exhibit either local or ensemble sym
try because the point groupsCs

( i ) ( i 51, . . . ,f ) related to the
f -fold rotational axis possess no proper subgroups.

By way of example, Fig. 1 shows CO molecules a
sorbed on a Cr2O3(0001) surface.18,19The polar metal oxide
surface is stabilized by half Cr ion termination.19 Neglecting
the asymmetry of the Cr ions in the lower layers, the surf
exhibits trigonal p31m space symmetry~Hermann–Mauguin
notation! which belongs toC3v point symmetry~Schoenflies
notation!. The CO molecules adsorb in flat bonding geo
etry inline with two surface Cr ions.18 Hence, a single CO
Downloaded 28 Mar 2007 to 141.14.132.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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molecule adsorbed on a Cr2O3(0001) surface showsCs
(1)

local symmetry. Moreover, a CO adsorbate ensemble
aforementioned premises consists of three differently ori
tated equivalent kinds of molecules resulting in a C3 en-
semble symmetry. The Group Theoretical description of t
CO adsorbate ensemble is given by the decomposition

C3v5Cs
(1)1C3Cs

(1)1C3
2Cs

(1) , ~2!

of the surface point groupC3v in cosets of the local poin
groupCs

(1) via the rotation operations$C3
05E,C3

1 ,C3
2% of the

ensemble symmetry. Consequently, the complete point s
metry of the Cr2O3(0001) surface is recovered for the C
adsorbate.

III. GENERAL STATE MUTLIPOLE EXPANSION

To discuss the orientation and alignment of a single i
lated molecule, we use an established density ma
description.20 For a definitej state of angular momentumĴ,
the geometrical characteristics of the angular momen
vector is determined by the population distribution and
coherence relation of the different states2 j <m< j of the
angular momentum projectionĴz . Hence, the density matrix
of a given stateuc& in the basis states$u jm&%

rm8m5^ jm8uc&^cu jm&, ~3!

is to be analyzed for a specific angular momentum statej . In
the paper on hand, the population of allj states is assumed t
equal unity. Therefore, all occurring density matrices are n
malized. Following Orr-Ewing and Zare,21 we expand the
density matrix

rm8m5(
kq

rq
(k)^ jm8uT̂q

(k)u jm&, ~4!

FIG. 1. CO–Cr2O3(0001) withCs
(1) local symmetry andC3 ensemble sym-

metry of the CO adsorbate~Ref. 18!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10369J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 19, 15 November 2003 Angular momentum distribution of desorbing molecules
in terms of state multipolesT̂q
(k) , that are spherical tenso

operators of rankk>0 and component2k<q<k.20,22Then,
the expansion coefficients resulting from the orthogonality
the state multipoles

rq
(k)~ j !5 (

mm8
rm8m^ jm8uT̂q

(k)u jm&, ~5!

are referred to as state multipole moments. The matrix
ments of the state multipoles are resolved by application
the Wigner–Eckardt theorem

rq
(k)~ j !5 (

mm8
rm8m~21! j 2m8~ j iT(k)i j !S j k j

2m8 q mD ,

~6!

with the reduced matrix elements (j iT(k)i j )5A2k11. The
emerging 3-j symbols vanish unless the triangle condition

0<k<2 j and m85q1m, ~7!

is satisfied. Thus, Eq.~5! can formally be rewritten

rq
(k)~ j !5 (

mm8
rm8mTq

(k)~ j ,m!dm8,m1q

5(
m

rm1q,mTq
(k)~ j ,m!, ~8!

where all state multipole moments withk.2 j become zero
andTq

(k)( j ,m) is a symmetry adapted notation for the nonv
nishing matrix elements of the state multipoles. Hence, o
the qth sub/superdiagonal of the density matrix contribu
to the state multipole moments of componentq. In this re-
gard, the zeroth sub/superdiagonal denotes the main diag
containing the populations of them states. Theqth sub/
superdiagonals withqÞ0 describe the coherence relation b
tween them states.

In common studies,1–10,23–29however, the angular mo
mentum polarization is preferably investigated in referen
to the well-known orientation and alignment parameters

Aq
(k)~ j !5

c~k!

@ j ~ j 11!#k/2 (
mm8

rm8m^ jmuĴq
(k)u jm8&. ~9!

Similarly, these quantities are obtained as coefficients fr
an equivalent expansion of the density matrix in terms
angular momentum tensorsĴq

(k) .12,13The normalization con-
stantsc(k) are determined according to the predefinition
the high-j limit behavior of the axial parametersA0

(k) : The
axial parameters generally coincide with the Legendre po
nomial Pk(Jz /J) integrated over the angular momentum d
tribution except fork52 where the asymptote is twice th
usual quantity.13 The orientation parameters~with odd rank!
describe a polarization of the angular momentum vectoĴ
involving its direction sign. A polarization of the angula
momentum vectorĴ irrespective of its direction sign is de
scribed by the alignment parameters~with even rank!.21 The
angular momentum tensorsĴq

(k) are spherical tensor operato
as well as the state multipolesT̂q

(k) . Then, the Wigner–
Eckardt theorem states that only their reduced matrix
Downloaded 28 Mar 2007 to 141.14.132.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ments differ whereas the geometrical properties given by
3- j symbols are the same. Consequently, the orientation
alignment parameters

Aq
(k)~ j !5

c~k!

@ j ~ j 11!#k/2 (
mm8

rm8mJq
(k)~ j ,m8!dm,m81q

5
c~k!

@ j ~ j 11!#k/2 (
m8

rm8,m81qJq
(k)~ j ,m8!, ~10!

can be transformed in the same way as the state multi
moments. Again, all parameters withk.2 j vanish and the
quantitiesJq

(k)( j ,m8) denote the corresponding nonzero m
trix elements. Here, the only contribution to the paramet
of componentq is given by theqth super/subdiagonal of th
density matrix.

Finally, the equivalence of the introduced representati
of the density matrix can be expressed by the relationsh

Aq
(k)~ j !5

c~k!

@ j ~ j 11!#k/2

~ j iJ(k)i j !

~ j iT(k)i j !
~21!qr2q

(k) ~ j !, ~11!

connecting the orientation and alignment parameters and
state multipole moments. This is a direct result of t
Wigner–Eckardt theorem relating Eqs.~5! and ~9! to each
other by the quotient of the reduced matrix elements. In c
trast to the simple form of the reduced matrix elements of
state multipoles, the reduced matrix elements (j iJ(k)i j ) of
the angular momentum tensors have a more complica
structure. Explicit expressions up to rankk54 can be found
in Ref. 22, a general expression is given in Ref. 30.

IV. ORIENTATION AND ALIGNMENT PARAMETERS
FOR DESORBATES

The characteristics of molecules desorbing from a s
face, for example the angular momentum polarization,
determined by the desorption process and the preceding
sorbed state of the molecules. In general, the desorption
cess does not violate the symmetry of the adsorbate. H
ever, the macroscopic detection of the desorbate eve
averages over the microscopic lateral positions of the pr
ously adsorbed molecules on the surface. Therefore,
point symmetry of the adsorbate is further imposed on
ensemble of desorbing molecules. Provided the adsor
state of the molecules possesses statistically equilibrated
cal order, this symmetry amounts to the complete point sy
metry of the surface~see Sec. II!. In the following, we in-
vestigate the consequences of such point symmetry for
orientation and alignment parameters of the desorb
Henceforth, the surface normal is assigned to thez axis. The
lateral coordinatesx andy are only set if necessary.

A. Rotational symmetry

A given ensemble of desorbing molecules is describ
by an incoherent superposition of the individual molecu
states. Concerning rotational symmetry, this desorbate
semble shows the local symmetry of a single molecule
sorbed on the surface. Furthermore, the desorbate exhibi
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ensemble symmetry with respect to molecule mixtures
arise from differently orientated equivalent adsorption si
~see Sec. II!.

For f -fold local symmetry andF-fold ensemble symme
try, the resulting density matrix of the desorbate in the ba
$u jm&% is given by

rm8m
des

5
1

F (
N50

F21

^ jm8ur̂Nu jm&5
1

F (
N50

F21

rm8m
N , ~12!

with the density operatorsr̂N and the density matricesrm8m
N

describing the orientated molecule mixtures. Because of
local symmetry of every single molecule, the rotationĈf

leaves the density matrices

~rm8m
N

!85^ jm8uĈf
†r̂NĈf u jm&, ~13!

of the orientated molecule mixtures unchanged. Conside
the representation of the unitary rotation operatorĈf

5exp@22piĴz/f# in the basis states$u jm&%, this expression is
transformed into

~rm8m
N

!85expF2p i

f
~m82m!Grm8m

N . ~14!

To satisfy the required identity of the transformed and
original density matrices, either the exponential factor equ
unity or the particular density matrix element becomes ze
Hence, the density matrix elements vanish untilm82m
5n f with an integern is fulfilled. Then, the density matrice
can be rewritten

rm8m
N

5(
d

rN~m,d!dm82m,ddd,n f , ~15!

with rN(m,d) denoting themth element of thedth sub/
superdiagonal of the density matrices. Obviously, the s
superdiagonals vanish if their index is not a multiple of t
local foldness.

On account of the ensemble symmetry of the desorb
the equivalent density operators in Eq.~12! can be trans-
formed into each other by sucessive operation of the rota
ĈF5ĈF

1 . Thus, the density matrix of the desorbate ensem
is further evaluated to

rm8m
des

5
1

F (
N50

F21

^ jm8uĈF
F2Nr̂0ĈF

Nu jm&, ~16!

where all involved density operators are expressed by
accordingly rotated reference density operatorr̂0. The ad-
joint of the rotation operatorĈF

N is given byĈF
F2N . Further-

more, the trivial rotationsĈF
0 and ĈF

F are both equal to the
identity operatorÊ. With the representation of the rotatio
operatorsĈF

N5exp@22piNĴz/F# in the basis$u jm&%, the den-
sity matrix is written

rm8m
des

5
1

F (
N50

F21

expF2p iN

F
~m82m!Grm8m

0 , ~17!

in terms of the reference density matrixrm8m
0 . The sum of

exponential terms is identified as a geometric series and
plified to the Kronecker delta
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dm82m,nF5
1

F (
N50

F21

expF6
2p iN

F
~m82m!G , ~18!

with any integern. Consequently, together with Eq.~15! the
final expression for the density matrix of the desorbate
obtained

rm8m
des

5(
d

r0~m,d!dm82m,ddd,n[ f ,F] , ~19!

with the least common multiple@ f ,F# of the foldnesses and
an arbitrary integern. Evidently, the local and the ensemb
symmetry cause a sparse density matrix for the desorb
molecule ensemble: Its sub/superdiagonals are only non
if their index is a multiple of both the local and the ensemb
foldness.

Ultimately, the orientation and aligment parameters E
~10! resulting from the density matrix of the desorbate e
semble Eq.~19! feature the following characteristic: Param
eters the component of which does not correspond to
local and the ensemble foldness of the rotational symm
become zero. The nonvanishing parameters are compos
equivalent contributions from the differently orientated mo
ecule mixtures.

B. Reflection symmetry

If the point symmetry of the adsorbate includes a refl
tion symmetry, further constraints are imposed on the den
matrix of the desorbate and thus the orientation and ali
ment parameters. The reflection symmetry possesses e
local or ensemble characteristic~see Sec. II!: In case of local
symmetry, the desorbate ensemble shows the reflection s
metry of a single molecule adsorbed on the surface. Thus
density operatorsr̂N of the orientated molecule mixtures a
intrinsically symmetric with respect to the reflection oper
tion. Otherwise, the desorbate exhibits the ensemble sym
try with regard to two molecule mixtures that originate fro
mirrored equivalent adsorption sites. Then, the density
erators of the orientated molecule mixtures themselves

r̂N5 1
2 ~ r̂1

N1 r̂2
N!5 1

2 ~ r̂1
N1~ r̂1

N!8!, ~20!

are composed of equivalent density operatorsr̂1
N and r̂2

N de-
scribing these two molecule mixtures. Since the two den
operators are transformed into each other by the reflec
operation, the density operators of the orientated molec
mixtures are again symmetric with regard to the reflect
operation.

By way of example, for a mirror planes(xz) the density
matrices of the orientated molecule mixtures

~rm8m
N

!85^ jm8uŝ†~xz!r̂Nŝ~xz!u jm&, ~21!

remain unchanged after the reflection operation. The refl
tion operatorŝ(xz)5Ĉ2(y) î that is equivalent to an inver
sion î at the axes origin followed by ap rotation about they
axis is a self-adjoint and unitary operator. The matrix e
ments of the reflection operator

^ jm8uŝ~xz!u jm&5~21!2mdm8,2m , ~22!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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directly follow from the transformation properties of the b
sis states$u jm&%.22 With these matrix elements, the densi
matrices after the reflection operation result in

~rm8m
N

!85~21!m82mr2m82m
N . ~23!

Due to the reflection symmetry, the transformed density m
trices are equal to the original density matrices for all orie
tated molecule mixtures.

Equally, the density matrix of the desorbing molecu
ensemble Eq.~17! is transformed into

~rm8m
des

!85
1

F (
N50

F21

expF2
2p iN

F
~m82m!G~rm8m

0
!8, ~24!

by the reflection operation. The sum of exponential term
again reduced to the Kronecker delta Eq.~18!. Moreover, the
reflection operation leaves the reference density matrix
changed. Then, the transformed density matrix of the de
bate ensemble

~rm8m
des

!85~21!m82mr2m82m
des , ~25!

also remains unchanged after the reflection operation.
Finally, the orientation and alignment parameters a

the reflection operation result in

Aq
(k)8~ j !5~21!k~21!qA2q

(k) ~ j !5~21!kAq
(k)* ~ j !, ~26!

by inserting the transformed density matrix of the desorb
into Eq. ~9! and applying the Wigner-Eckhardt theorem
Thus, each parameter transforms into its complex conjug
multiplied by an alternating sign for odd and even rank, re
sectively. However, the transformed parameters are equ
the orignal parameters since the density matrix of the de
bate is not changed by the reflection operation. Con
quently, the real part of the parameters vanishes for odd r
whereas the imaginary part becomes zero for even rank

All symmetry considerations in Sec. IV examplified wi
reference to the orientation and alignment parameters
equivalently be done for the state multipole moments. Si
both the parameters and the moments identically transf
like spherical tensors@see Eq.~11!#, the analogous investiga
tion for the state multipole moments leads to the same c
clusions.

V. APPLICATION TO CO PHOTODESORBING FROM
Cr2O3„0001…

In previous experiments,31 the laser induced desorptio
of CO molecules from a Cr2O3(0001) surface was investi
gated by quantum state resolved (1118) REMPI measure-
ments via the CO (B 1S1←X 1S1) transition. The adsorbed
CO molecules were desorbed by an unpolarized laser (ldes

5193 nm) incident along the surface normalz. The detec-
tion of the desorbed CO molecule ensemble was realized
a linearly polarized probe laser system (l5115 nm, l8
5345 nm) running parallel to the surface. To character
the rotational alignment of the desorbate ensemble, the q
rupole moment

A0
2~ j !5

^3Ĵz
22 Ĵ2&

j ~ j 11!
5

j @1

2^P2~cos~u!!&, ~27!
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was determined in the classical vector model:22 In the limit
of high j states, the discrete sum̂& over them states of the
angular momentum projectionĴz converges a continuous in
tegral^& over cosu5Jz/J ~see Sec. III!. In this classical limit,
the quadrupole moment ranges from21 for pure cartwheel
rotation (J'nz) to 12 for pure helicopter rotation (Jinz) of
the molecules. For this alignment investigation, only tran
tions of the R branch were employed. Probe laser light w
polarization planes parallel and perpendicular to the surf
normal led to the REMPI intensitiesI i and I' , respectively.
Since the ionization step of the REMPI process was assu
to be saturated, the polarization anisotropy

R5
I i2I'

I i12I'

52
1

2
^P2~cos~u!!&52

1

4
A0

2~ j !, ~28!

was directly related to the quadrupole momentA0
2 for P and

R branches in the classical limit of highj states.21,32

A preferential helicopter and cartwheel motion was o
served for the desorbing CO molecules with weak and str
rotational excitation, respectively. This experimental findi
was theoretically clarified by quantum mechanically evalu
ing the quadrupole moment of the desorbate ensemble w
recent quantum dynamical wavepacket calculations.33,34 The
laser procured DIET process~desorption induced by elec
tronic transitions!35 was treated within a two state mode
The employed three-dimensional~3D! potential energy sur-
faces ~PESs! with the coordinates$z,u,f% were obtained
from embedded clusterab initio calculations on configura
tion interaction~CI! level.36,37 In these electronic structur
calculations, the internal CO(5s→2p* ) excitation of the
adsorbed molecule was assigned to the involved electr
cally excited state. The laser induced electronic transit
was modeled as a Franck–Condon excitation of the rovib
tional ground state to the electronically excited state. T
relaxation of the electronic transition was described by a s
chastic wave packet method including an incoherent ave
ing of all observables with respect to an exponential deca
the electronic excitation.38,39 The subsequent time evolutio
in the electronic ground state was proceeded up to con
gence of the desorbed wave packet part that was cons
tively separated by a grid change method.40

These experimental and theoretical investigations of
photodesorption system CO–Cr2O3(0001) are examples fo
the analysis of orientation and alignment in the dynamics
molecules on surfaces.1–10,23–29 Like in the introduced
experiments,31 most experimental studies2,3,5–10generally as-
sume a cylindrical symmetry about the surface normalz and
consequently a strictly flat surface. Then, all off-axial para
eters Aq

(k) and momentsrq
(k) with qÞ0 become zero,

respectively.21 This assumption ensures that the measu
apparent parameters and the real parameters coincide3 To
our knowledge, the only experimental investigation beyo
this simplification are the studies of the orientation of N2

scattered from Ag~111! by Sitz et al.1,4 In the associated
alignment investigation, the imposed assumption of cylind
cal symmetry is supported by a semiquantitative er
estimate.3

However, in the corresponding theoretical studies23–29

the real quadrupole moment Eq.~27! is directly evaluated
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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regardless of the apparent quadrupole moment that is m
sured in the experiments. Particularly, theoretically predic
signatures of reaction sites characterized by alignm
features29 have to be carefully compared to experimental
sults since the azimuthal environment violating the cylind
cal symmetry depends on the specific site. In case of a
markable violation of the cylindrical symmetry, th
descriptions in experiment and theory lead to incompara
results. Hence, in the following we quantitatively scrutini
the assumption of the cylindrical symmetry for the CO m
ecule ensemble photodesorbing from Cr2O3(0001) and thus
the comparability of the already realized experimental a
theoretical studies.31,33,34 Moreover, this investigation pro
vides an illustrative application of the symmetry analysis
veloped in the Sec. IV.

To discuss cylindrical symmetry for the experimen
measurements of CO photodesorbing from Cr2O3(0001), the
laser induced desorption process and the subsequent RE
detection have to be considered. The laser induced des
tion process does not violate the cylindrical symmetry, sin
the normal incidence of the unpolarized desorption laser o
singles out the surface normalz. The REMPI detection of
the desorbate within a detection cone about the surface
mal with half aperture angle of 30° is also in accord with t
cylindrical symmetry.41 For the employed (1118) REMPI
process, the expression for the measured intensity

I 5CdetN~ j i !(
kq

Pq
(k)~ j i ,L i , j e ,Le ,V!Aq

(k)~ j i !, ~29!

holds for all cases of photon polarization and detect
geometry.21 The constantCdet contains several experiment
factors~detector sensitivity, probe laser intensity, probe m
ecule density in the probe region, etc.!. The population of the
probed state j i is denoted by N( j i). The quantities
Pq

(k)( j i ,L i , j e ,Le ,V) are the so-called line strength facto
that include the characteristics of the involved states$ j i ,L i%,
$ j e ,Le% with orbital angular momentumL and the detection
geometry given by the angle setV. The (1118) REMPI
process is a two-photon process with an one-photon ex
tion and an one-photon ionization step. On account of
selection rules of optical transitions and the rules of angu
momentum vector coupling, only orientation and aligme
parameters up to rankk54 are accessible by this proces
which gives the general limit of the summation in Eq.~29!.42

For linearly polarized probe laser light, all orientation para
eters~with odd rank! become zero. If the probe laser light
circularly polarized, the alignment parameters~with even
rank! vanish. Only elliptically polarized probe laser light
sensitive to all parameters.21

In the experiments of interest, however, the ionizat
step is assumed to be saturated.31 Thus, the REMPI proces
becomes independent of the ionization step and can
equivalently described as a one-photon process.43 This sim-
plified picture is confirmed by studies of D2 desorbing from
Cu~111! with a very similar (1118) REMPI detection
scheme.44 Due to the one-photon character, the REMPI d
tection with saturated ionization step is only sensitive to
rameters up to rankk52.43,44Because of the CO coverage
the well-ordered Cr2O3(0001) surface in the submonolay
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regime, the adsorbed CO molecules have a statistic
equilibrated local order. Consequently, the CO adsorb
shows a threefold ensemble symmetry~see Fig. 1!. Since the
desorption laser obeys cylindrical symmetry, this threef
symmetry is further imposed on the desorbing CO molec
ensemble. Following the symmetry consideration of Sec.
all parameters of the desorbate ensemble the compone
which is not a multiple of three become zero. Ultimately, t
measured REMPI intensity is cylindrically symmetric, sin
it does not contain off-axial parameters that are in acc
with the threefold ensemble symmetry. Regarding the
early polarized detection laser light, the only remaining p
rameters contributing to the REMPI intensity areA0

(0) and
A2

(0) . In conclusion, the analysis of the experimental dat31

was already correct due to the symmetry of the investiga
system itself. The usual requirement of cylindrical symme
for extracting the quadrupole moment was redundant.

To extend our consideration beyond the scope of
already realized experimental studies, henceforth orienta
and alignment parameters up to rankk54 are considered
These parameters could be measured by a real two-ph
detection method like (111) LIF without saturation or (2
11) REMPI with saturated ionization step. The interpre
tion of the experimental data resulting from such more
phisticated detection scheme would greatly benefit from
following theoretical inspection.

The analysis of the angular momentum distribution
CO molecules photodesorbing from Cr2O3(0001) is based
on the introduced theoretical studies.33,34For the coordinates
$z,u,f% of the 3D PESs, the angles$u,f% are associated with
a Cartesian coordinate system with thex axis along the short
line of two chromium surface ions~see Fig. 1!. Within these
coordinates, the CO adsorbate shows a local reflection s
metry with regard to the mirror planes(xz) in addition to
the threefold ensemble symmetry resulting inC3v point sym-
metry. Again employing the symmetry consideration of S
IV reveals thatA0

(0) , A2
(0) , Im(A3

(3)), A4
(0) , Re(A3

(4)) are the
only nonvanishing parameters up to rankk54. The corre-
sponding parameters with negative component are omit
because of their direct dependence on the parameters
positive component@see Eq.~26!#. To determine orientation
and alignment parameters for a specificj state within our
quantum dynamical simulations, the populations of them
states are needed for the axial parameters whereas the c
ence relation between them states is necessary for the of
axial parameters~see Sec. III!.

However, the access to the coherence information is
possible within the scope of the stochastic wave pac
method originally used for describing the relaxation of t
laser induced electronic excitation. Therefore, a simplifi
picture is employed: After the time evolution for a charact
istic residence lifetime in the electronically excited state,
wave packet is instantaneously transferred to the electr
ground state. The characteristic residence lifetimet536 fs is
chosen such that the quadrupole moment obtained from
original calculations including the stochastic wave pac
method is reproduced.33,34 This can be verified by Fig. 2
depicting the parametersA2

(0) , Im(A3
(3)), A4

(0) , Re(A3
(4)) as

functions of the angular momentumj for the CO molecules
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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photodesorbing from Cr2O3(0001). The plot range of the
angular momentum is limited by the highest angular mom
tum j max570 that is populated for the asymptotic desorb
ensemble. Because of the renormalization of the populatj
states for determining the parameters, the monopole mom
A0

(0) has the trivial value of unity for allj states and is,
therefore, omitted~see Sec. III!. The plot range for the pa
rameters given by

21<A0
(2)<2,

2A5/4<Im~A3
(3)!<A5/4,

~30!
23/7<A0

(4)<1,

23A105/64<Re~A3
(4)!<3A105/64,

is the range of the parameters in the classical limit of higj
states. This representation of the parameters is convenie
describe the preferential character of the rotational molec
motion depending on the angular momentum statej .33,34The
polarization dependence of the parameters Im(A3

(3)), A4
(0) ,

Re(A3
(4)) could be measured by a two-photon detect

scheme and compared to the theoretical findings in Fig

FIG. 2. Nonvanishing orientation and alignment parametersAq
(k) with k

5$1,2,3,4% as functions of angular momentumj for a threefold ensemble o
CO molecules photodesorbing from Cr2O3(0001).
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The essential disentanglement of the real parameters
cluded in the apparent parameters would strongly be sim
fied by the symmetry related vanishing of several para
eters. Consequently, the measurements and the data an
would be much more straightforward.

In order to decide on the significance of higher ord
terms with rankk.4, the angular momentum distribution o
the desorbing CO molecules is analyzed with respect to
polarization magnitude of the state mutlipole momentsrq

(k) .
For the discussion of the polarization magnitude, the con
eration of the orientation and alignment parameters wo
not be appropriate due to their complicated normalizat
that depends on both the rankk and the angular momentum
statej @see Eq.~9!#. Therefore, we favor the state multipo
moments Eq.~5! with their uniform normalization. To quan
tify the magnitude of the state multipole moments for t
total angular momentum distribution, the polarization pea

pq
(k)5max

j
urq

(k)~ j !u2, ~31!

over all populatedj states are determined. Figure 3 sho
the significant polarization peaks of the state multipole m
ments for a single CO molecule and an ensemble of
molecules photodesorbing from Cr2O3(0001). To resolve the
occurring peaks, a logarithmic scale for the polarizati
magnitude is chosen. The upper limit of this scale is given
the trivial monopole peakp0

(0)51 that results from the con
stant monopole momentr0

(0)( j )51. The polarization peaks
are shown up to rankk512 where their values are fallen o
to a negligible magnitude of about 1023. For a single des-
orbing CO molecule~see left panel of Fig. 3!, the axial po-
larization peaksp0

(k) with odd rank vanish due to the reflec
tion symmetry: The axial momentsr0

(k) are real quantities by
definition. However, the mirror planes(xz) causes the rea
parts of the momentsrq

(k) with odd rank to become zero
Hence, the axial moments and peaks with odd rank van
Furthermore, the polarization peaks are symmetric with
spect to their componentq→2q since the direct relation o
e
-

FIG. 3. ~Color! Polarization peaks
pq

(k) of the state multipole moments
for CO photodesorbing from
Cr2O3(0001). The left graph shows
the result for a single molecule
whereas the right graph illustrates th
result for a threefold molecule en
semble.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the orientation and alignment parameters with opposite c
ponents Eq.~26! is equivalently valid for the state multipol
moments. The leading peaks in the state multipole expan
are the monopole peakp0

(0)51 and the quadrupole pea
p0

(2)50.274. The next following peaksp1
(2) , p1

(1) , p2
(4) ,

p2
(6) , p0

(4) , p1
(3) are between three and eight times sma

than the quadrupole peak. All remaining peaks are sma
than the quadrupole peak by one or more orders of ma
tude. For a desorbing CO molecule ensemble~see right panel
of Fig. 3!, off-axial moments and peaks are additionally ca
celed if their component is not consistent with the threef
ensemble symmetry. Then, the off-axial peaksp1

(2) , p1
(1) ,

p2
(4) , p2

(6) , p1
(3) become zero. Consequently, all peaks w

rank k.4 are smaller than the quadrupole peak by at le
one order of magnitude. Finally, the angular momentum d
tribution of the CO molecule ensemble photodesorbing fr
Cr2O3(0001) is sufficiently described by the axial state m
tipole momentsr0

(0) , r0
(2) , r0

(4) and the small off-axial cor-
rections Im(r3

(3)), Re(r3
(4)). In conclusion, the characteristic

of the orientation and alignment parameters in Fig. 2 rep
sent a nearly complete description of the angular momen
distribution. Moreover, the experiments proposed above
ploying a two-photon detection scheme would also prov
an almost entire picture that could be compared to the th
retical results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In order to analyze the angular momentum distribut
of molecules desorbing from a surface, we demonstrated
the complete point symmetry of the surface is introduced
adsorbates of statistically equilibrated order. Since the
sorption process generally respects the point symmetry
posed on the adsorbate, we concluded that this symmet
further adopted to the desorbate and thus to the angular
mentum distribution of the desorbing molecules. The sy
metry restricted angular momentum distribution was
vealed to become sparse by vanishing of several terms
are not consistent with the imposed point symmetry. For
sparse angular momentum distribution, we completely
rived the resulting symmetry consistent orientation a
alignment parameters.

Previous experimental studies on the alignment of
molecules photodesorbing from a Cr2O3(0001) surface were
theoretically analyzed with regard to theC3v point symmetry
of the surface. Due to the resulting sparse angular mom
tum distribution of the desorbing CO molecules, the m
sured apparent quadrupole moment could be identified as
real quadrupole moment. From the theoretically determi
angular momentum distribution, we predicted the dep
dence of all nonzero orientation and alignment parameter
to rankk54 on the angular momentum state. These para
eters were proved to dominate the angular momentum di
bution by additonally evaluating polarization peaks even
all higher-order terms. Finally, we proposed a more refin
experimental reinvestigation of the photodesorption sys
CO–Cr2O3(0001) to reproduce the predictions resulti
from our complete theoretical description of the angular m
mentum distribution of the desorbate.
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